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Arvind C. Ranade

Safe and Secure
at Home
erhaps no one predicted that
March 2020 would be such a
challenging month for the entire humankind. Novel Coronavirus (Covid-19) has threatened us to
such an extent that we have been forced to
quarantine ourselves till the danger of the
Corona Cloud is cleared. Here, in Vigyan
Prasar, everyone has been advised to work
from home. Bringing the second issue
of ‘Curiosity’ has become a challenge!
However, we salute the spirit and dedication of our team members who have been
working and coordinating among themselves to work in tandem to ensure that we
bring out the second issue on time—not in
print but at least in the electronic form.
At this stage what we need is to undertake large-scale awareness activities
about Covid-19. We are sure, each club
coordinators and their members are on
the job. Their task is definitely going to
be challenging because it has to be done
maintaining guidelines for social distancing and home quarantine. The real result
of this activity will be seen in the upcoming fortnight or in a month’s time. This
would break the chain of transfer of the
virus from one affected person to another
and in the communities. Let us make use
of social media platforms like WhatsApp,
Facebook, Twitter and audio-visual
mediums for communication and completely shun physical communications like
personal visits, gathering, conferences,
meetings, etc. The Central and the State
Governments are making huge efforts to
stop the virus from spreading. Together
we should support their efforts with some
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simple steps—the first of which will be
to strictly adhere to their advises. We
are sure that our VIPNET clubs will be
performing their duties and come out as
winners.
The month of April is full of challenges
in every aspect; once we start receiving the
positive results of social distancing and
home quarantine, we should not forget
that small ignorance or mistakes may
lead us to new troubles. Can we put the
existence of one of the most intelligent
creatures on the Earth at risk and behave
like ‘covidiots’? The month of April is of
great significance in many ways; on April
5 we celebrate ‘International Conscience Day’ for promoting the culture
of Peace with Love and Conscience. In
2019 the United Nations first decided
to celebrate this day. In the backdrop of
Covid-19 outburst, the day has a new
significance and we should put every
effort to spread the message of love and
peace on this occasion, but maintain social
distancing. The month of April also has
World Health Day (07 April), International Day of Human Space Flight
(12 April), Earth Day (22 April),
World Malaria Day (25 April) and
World day for Safety and Health at
Work (28 April). In this issue, you will
find an article on ‘Earth Day’, which will
illustrate its need, importance and role
for sustainable existence of the humankind. We will keep on incorporating new
columns, ideas and articles for the benefits
of our science clubs.
Email: rac@vigyanprasar.gov.in

TERRARIUM

A Self-sustaining Ecosystem
Ashok Kumar Chauhan

he part of the Earth’s environment in which living
organisms are found is
called the biosphere (or the
‘ecosphere’). It includes land, water
and air which are vital for the survival
of any living being. Earth is known
to have the only stable, long-lasting
biosphere. Existence of an extraterrestrial biosphere is still hypothetical; no
biosphere has been detected yet beyond
the Earth’s. To study the ecosystems
and the possibility for supporting life
outside the Earth, scientists attempted
to create complex experimental closed
ecological systems (biosphere). These
projects include terrestrial as well as
spacecraft laboratories. Biosphere 2 in
Arizona, USA, BIOS-1, 2 and 3 at the
Institute of Biophysics, Krasnoyarsk,
Russia, Biosphere J and Closed Ecology
Experiment Facilities in Japan are few
examples of such systems.
The idea originates with the creation
of small ecosystems where the complex-

ity is reduced to the level that allows
easier measurements and experimental
controls with the aim to better understand the Earth’s ecosystem and to
predict the requirements of a sustainable larger ecosystem. This simplest
self-sustaining ecosystem is known as
terrarium. A terrarium is a self-supporting terrestrial micro-ecosystem in
a sealable glass container containing
biotic and abiotic constituent, e.g., soil,
plants and microbial community. It
can be opened for maintenance and to
access the plants inside. Credit of the
first such terrarium goes to the botanist
Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward. He describes
the concept of terrarium in his book
“On the Growth of Plants in Closely
Glazed Cases” published in 1842. The
most talked about terrarium of present
days was designed and developed back
in 1960 by David Latimer, a retired resident of Surrey, UK. Out of idle curiosity,
he decided to create a self-sustaining
system using a forty-litre carboy with

David Latimer and his terrarium (Source: biologicperformance.com)
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some compost, delicately planted with
a indoor variety of spiderwort seedling
(Tradescantia) using a piece of wire
and gave it around 150 millilitre of
water. He then placed the bottle near
a window where optimum sunlight is
accessible and let the nature take over.
However, 12 years later in 1972, he
decided to add small amount of water.
Since then, it hasn’t been opened and
the spiderwort has developed its very
own independent ecosystem. The bottle
is put on show under the stairs in the
hallway of his home in Cranleigh,
Surrey, England.
The science behind it is quite interesting. Terrariums are based on a simple scientific principle of trapping the
moisture produced by evaporation from
the soil or by transpiration of the plants
through glass container, which then
condensates and re-enters into the soil,
creating a small closed water circulation
system. This creates an ideal environment for growing plants with a constant
water supply thus preventing the plants
from drying out. In addition, the light
coming through the glass container of
the terrarium allows plants to perform
photosynthesis. Moreover, the microbial community of terrarium breaks
down the dead organic material shed
by the plants of the terrarium to obtain
energy and perform cellular respiration.
In this process, carbon dioxide (CO2)
is released as a waste product, which in
turn is used by the plant for photosynthesis to form carbohydrate. During the
process of photosynthesis, oxygen gas
(O2) is released which is then used by
the microbes to perform cellular respiration. Thus, a cycle continues and sus-

tains the life inside the terraria. In the
absence of sun light (during night), the
plant(s) uses cellular respiration to keep
itself alive by breaking down the stored
nutrient material. All these components
together create an environment which
is relatively humid and warm, supporting survival of some of the plants which
cannot be grown due to the improper
surrounding climate conditions. In
other words, this system works as a
greenhouse which allows radiations
coming from the sun to enter but stops
the escape of infrared radiation given
off by the terrarium’s contents.
Terrarium can be open (no lid or
cover) or closed. There are few advantages and disadvantages of both the
systems. Closed terrariums have the
advantage of retaining most of the hu-

midity, the basic requirement of a flourished ecosystem when compared to an
open terrariums or dish gardens. But,
at the same time, there is enhanced risk
of disease build-up in the closed system
because of higher humidity. The major
disadvantage of an open terrarium is
that it requires more frequent watering
than the closed one.
A terrarium is a simple and excellent
model/system that can be built by anyone for the study of an ecosystem and
to understand how biotic and abiotic
components interact with each other to
sustain life within an ecosystem. Harmful products produced by construction
materials, modern synthetic furnishings, computers, electrical equipment
and everyday household products, such
as cleaning materials, get entrapped

within the building. Indoor polluted air
contaminated by various organic compounds is the major cause of the clinical
symptoms such as headaches, nausea,
sore and itchy eyes, loss of concentration etc. The simple addition of interior
plants is a natural way to reduce these
pollutants significantly. It has many
health benefits such as reducing anxiety/stress, enhance concentration, lift
moods and boost creativity, purify and
humidify air, lower heart rates
and blood pressure etc.
So, isn’t that exciting? Let’s do
an activity to build a terrarium of
your own.
Dr. Ashok Kumar Chauhan is
Senior Scientist, Applied DNA Sciences
India Pvt. Ltd Ahmedabad, Gujarat

BUILD YOUR OWN TERRARIUM
Materials required for making a terrarium:
STONES

STEPS

1
2

PEBBLES

CHARCOAL

GARDEN SOIL

GARDENING
TOOLS

GLASS JAR

PLANTS

Start with a medium clear glass jar;
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Fill the bottom of the jar with a thin layer of
activated charcoal;

Add water. Ensure to water the base lightly for 		
initial two weeks or if you observe drying of soil;
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Rest where optimum sunlight can reach it. Leave
the lid out of the bottle for the first week and then
in the second week partially cover the bottle;

3

Add about 1-inch layer of gravel or small stones
for proper drainage;
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Add a thick layer of indoor soil mixture, such that
the plants can be planted easily (approx. 5-7 cm);
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If there is no more condensation after two weeks,
the bottle can be closed with the lid;

5

Add the plants. Strawberry Begonia, liververts, 		
Nerve Plant (Fittonia albivensis), Mosses (Bryophy
tas), Small Ferns, Golden Pothos (Epipremnum
aureum) are some good options for the closed 		
terrarium. Make one or more holes with the help
of gardening tool and add the plants. Scoop the
soil back so that the roots are covered;

9

Record your observations for three weeks and 		
take a photograph of what you observe and then
mail your observation with the pictures.
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• Last date of receiving entries: 15 May, 2020.
• Three best entries get the book “Global warming and Health”
as a prize.
• Please mail your entries at: Curiosity@vigyanprasar.gov.in
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Astronomical
Events of

Sky Map

APRIL 2020

FOR APRIL 2020
Vipin Singh Rawat, Vigyan Prasar
This sky map is prepared as per the coordinates of Nagpur (21.09°N,
79.09°E). It includes constellations and the brighter stars. For viewers
south of Nagpur, constellations of the southern sky will appear higher up
in the sky, and those of the northern sky will appear nearer the northern
horizon. Similarly, for viewers north of Nagpur, constellations of northern
sky will appear higher up in the sky, and those of the southern sky will
appear nearer the southern horizon.

THE MAP CAN BE USED AT 10 PM ON 1ST APRIL, AT 9 PM
ON 15TH APRIL AND AT 8 PM ON 30TH APRIL

APRIL 8
FULL MOON, SUPERMOON
This is the third of four Supermoons
for 2020. The Moon will be at its
closest approach to the Earth
(356850 km) and may look slightly
larger and brighter than usual. This
phase occurs at 08:05 IST. This full
moon was known by early Native
American tribes as the Full Pink
Moon; because it marked the appearance of the moss pink or wild
ground phlox, which is one of the
first spring flowers. This moon has
also been known as the Sprouting
Grass Moon, the Growing Moon
and the Egg Moon. Many coastal
tribes called it the Full Fish Moon
because this was the time that the
shad swam upstream to spawn.

APRIL 22, 23
LYRIDS METEOR SHOWER
The Lyrids is an average shower
which produces about 20 meteors
per hour at its peak. It is produced
by dust particles left behind by the
comet C/1861 G1 Thatcher, which
was discovered in 1861. The shower runs annually from April 16-25. It
peaks this year on the night of 22nd
and morning of the 23rd. These
meteors can sometime produce
bright dust trails that last for several
seconds. The nearly new moon will
ensure dark skies for what should
be a good show this year. Best
viewing will be from a dark location
after midnight. Meteors will radiate
from the constellation Lyra but can
appear anywhere in the sky.

APRIL 23
NEW MOON

April 2020
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The Moon will be located on the
same side of the Earth as the Sun
and will not be visible in the night
sky. This phase occurs at 07:57 IST.
This is the best time of the month
to observe faint objects such as
galaxies and star clusters, because
there is no moonlight to interfere.

Save the Earth, Secure the Future
Nidhi Srivastava

ur Planet EARTH is the third
planet from the Sun and the
only known planet where life
exists. We should adore and
admire this amazingly beautiful planet
which provides us a habitat to live, air
to breathe, water to drink and food to
eat. Environment enthusiasts around
the globe recognized the value of this
invaluable gift to the mankind and
conceived the idea to celebrate Earth
Day every year on 22nd April to remind
us of our duty to protect the planet and
its ecosystem. Every year, around the
world, numerous green campaigns are
conducted to demonstrate our support
to protect the Earth for present and
future generations. Today’s challenges
include air pollution, water pollution,
deforestation, global warming, soil
erosion, etc. We need to focus on having
pollution-free air to breathe, clean water
to drink and protect endangered species.
Innumerable campaigns/events are

organized worldwide where millions of
people participate for improving their
understanding to safeguard these vital
resources and develop an environment-friendly lifestyle.

World Earth Day-2020
The first World Earth Day was celebrated in 1970 and this year we celebrate its
50th anniversary. This Year’s theme for
the Earth Day celebration is Action on
Climate Change. Climate change is one
of the most pervasive and threatening
issues of our time, having far-reaching
implications. You all have heard or experienced few of the observable effects
of climate change on our environment
such as global warming, warming of
oceans, shrinking of ice sheets, retreating of glaciers, decreased snow cover,
rise in sea level, declining arctic sea ice,
acidification of oceans, etc. These ultimately result in increasing intensity of
extreme weather conditions such as heat
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waves, heavy downpours, frequent hurricanes and wildfires which in turn have
an unprecedented effect on the production and supply of our daily needs.
To fight against this global issue it is
necessary to understand the root causes
of climate change. Researches revealed
that the anthropogenic emission of
Greenhouse gases is the key cause of
changes in the climate of the earth.
Greenhouse gases such as carbon-di-oxide (CO2), Methane (CH4) and Nitrous
oxide (NO2) occur naturally in the atmosphere and are vital for the survival
of any living organisms. These gases allow the radiations coming from the Sun
to reach the Earth’s surface, however
they absorb infrared radiation emitted
by the Earth and thereby maintain the
optimum temperature of the planet.
But the excess generation of such gases
and their higher concentration leads to
severe problems, which happen with
combustion of fossil fuels, deforestation, industrialization, decomposition
of wastes in landfills, soil cultivation
practices and extensive use of air-conditioners and refrigerators. Natural
processes and human activities both
contributed to the present condition of
earth’s climate; however, man-made
activities have major contribution.
Consequences of such activities lead to
change in the atmospheric composition
of the Greenhouse gases and hence
the overall temperature of the earth’s
atmosphere increases.

How can we play our role for
saving the Earth?
Climate change is a defining issue; the
present generation needs to understand
it and should also contribute towards

COMPOST

RECYCLE

TRASH

taking action to deal with the challenges. Earth is an amazing planet, and it’s
our duty to make this a happier and
healthy place to live for our future
generations. Every one of us must
do our bit to protect and preserve its
resources. By integrating small changes
in our daily routine we all can contribute towards the mission. Following are
some of the practices which we can be
undertaken for this:

BE THE WASTE WARRIORS: As a
responsible citizen, we should learn
to dispose our waste correctly. The
waste generated can be segregated
into recycling, compost and trash. We
should educate our family, friends and
other society members about recycling
and adopting zero-waste habits. We
must learn the ways to manage waste so
that minimum amount of it reaches the
landfill. We should adopt 3R mechanism, i.e., Reduce, Reuse and Reuse.
Reduce the use of climate-threat material such as single use plastics; reuse
the material which can suffice your need
and recycle material whenever possible.

capacity, reducing the water demand in
irrigation, desalination of seawater, promoting rain-water harvesting, limiting
water usage at home, etc. are some of
the practices that can be adopted by us.

SAVE ENERGY SAVE ENVIRONMENT:
You will be amazed to know that with
simple steps like switching off the light
and fan when not required, washing
clothes in cold water, etc. one can not
only reduce energy intake but also conserve the earth’s natural resources and
protect its ecosystem from destruction.
Less demand for energy implies less demand for harvesting fossil fuels, which
ultimately leads to reducing emission of
Greenhouse gases.

programmes/awareness drives about
climate change, its causes, and effects and mitigation measures in our
societies and communities to induce
people towards adopting conservation
measures. Conducting small campaigns
like establishing a community garden
in nearby localities; cleaning up local

SAVE FRESHWATER RESOURCES:
Water is essential for every living
organism. Freshwater resources are
required not only for drinking but also
for many other important activities such
as farming, washing, cooking, sanitation
etc. Sources of freshwater are expected
to become increasingly scarce in the
near future, and climate change plays

PLANT TREES: Reforestation and ecosystem restoration can play a vital role
in addressing the challenges imposed by
climate change. Trees have unparallel
capacity to fight against its catastrophic
effects. Trees protect coastal communities from severe flooding and storms
by slowing down flow of water and by
absorbing excess water in the soil. They
provide shade which helps the soil retain its moisture and support fertility of
land. Trees are the anchors for plant and
wildlife diversity. It is a natural habitat
for numerous birds and wildlife organisms. The list is practically endless!

PROMOTE GREEN CAMPAIGNS
IN YOUR AREA TO SERVE MOTHER
EARTH: We can organize orientation

a crucial role in it. The rise in temperature tends to lower groundwater level,
increase evapotranspiration, disturb
seasonal patterns and increase salinization of freshwater sources. These factors
together impose a serious pressure on
the availability of freshwater resources
for future generations. Conservation of
freshwater resources is the best possible way to prepare ourselves from such
future implications. Moreover, other
measures like construction of reservoirs
and dams to increase water storage
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river/lakes/ponds; clean the parks;
organizing conservation-focused awareness programmes to motivate local
residents to preserve non-renewable resources and rallies to discourage the use
of single-use plastics can bring about
significant changes in the society.
If we are committed towards our
goal, solutions to environmental
problems are not impossible. On this
Earth Day, let’s take a pledge to work
for the sustainability of our planet. Let
us promise that we will be responsible
for a safe and clean Earth. Initially, our
efforts may seem small but if thousands of us can unite together towards
conserving our nature, soon our efforts
will bear fruit to save the planet from
destruction. Together we can create an
environment that worth to inherit, live
in and rely upon.
Nidhi Shrivastava
Project Scientist, Vigyan Prasar
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CLUB

INBOX

SPEAK
Mathura Prasad Gogoi,
Photon Club (VP-AS0029), Assam
We, being a club under VIPNET really feel
fortunate that you have introduced newer
concepts to make this platform great
again. We are very excited to work on new
ideas and spreading science knowledge to
everyone. With due respect, we would like
to express our main objective of being a
science club is to take such activities which
helps the poor section of the society.
We hope that your guidance will make our
club a better one.

4. Fun with Magnets

Fusion Science Club (VP-ML0007), Khanapara, organized an activity-based programme on 18th February 2020 to make
students aware about the science behind the
magnet and its application in our daily life.

1. Science Day Celebration

Ek Pahal Science Club (VP-BR0155), Bihar
Sharif, celebrated the National Science day
on 28th February 2020 by organizing a talk
on Dr. CV Raman and his contribution to
Science.

2. Role of Women in Science

Dr. Kalam Science Club (VP-CT0069),
Bilaspur, organized a two-day workshop
on 8-9th March 2020 where the girl
students from nearby school were invited
and motivated to pursue Science as their
career through various sessions.

Dr. Michael Anjello Jothi Rajan,
Arul Anandar Science and Society
Forum (VP-TN0017), Tamil Nadu
I congratulate you all on the new dimension
you have brought to our old Newsletter.
Curiosity is an elegant word and I wish it
caters to the needs and aspirations of the
children and society at large. I assure you
of my support through our science clubs in
South Tamil Nadu. Best wishes with love
and prayers.

5. Tuberculosis Awareness Workshop
Jeevan Tarang Science Club (VP-MP0248),
Rajgarh, on 8th February 2020 organized
a workshop in collaboration with Akshay
Project to make the students aware about
tuberculosis and precautions to be taken.

Matiur Rahman,
Start (Search for Truth and Return to
Science) (VP-DL0013), Delhi
We are so glad to receive the new look
VIPNET Newsletter. Congratulations to
everyone at team VIPNET who took this
initiative in creating this very well laid out
print production. The inaugural issue is
quite a treat to the eyes.

6. National Science Day

On the occasion of National Science day,
Nea Vigyanik Science club (VP-UP0205),
organized a special assembly for their school
students to introduce them about the contribution of Women in Science.

3. PHY-Chain Workshop

Suggestions, feedback, letters and articles
from authors and readers are welcome.
Please don’t forget to send your details along
with your articles or letters/feedback.
You can contact us by email:
curiosity@vigyanprasar.gov.in

Monark Science community Centre (VPGJ0176), Ahmedabad, conducted a PHYChain workshop on 15th February 2020
to explain the concepts of Kinetic
and potential energy.

TEAM VIPNET
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1

Mr. Vipin Singh Rawat
Vigyan Prasar, Noida
Mail id: vipin@vigyanprasar.gov.in

2

Mr. Pavan Bhati
Vigyan Prasar, Noida
Mail id: pawan@vigyanprasar.gov.in
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Dr. Arvind C. Ranade
VIPNET National Coordinator,
Vigyan Prasar, Noida.
Mail id: rac@vigyanprasar.gov.in
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Dr. Nidhi Shrivastava
Project Scientist Vigyan Prasar, Noida
Mail id: nidhi@vigyanprasar.gov.in
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Write to us at: vipnet@vigyanprasar.gov.in / Contact No.: +91-790 606 6423
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